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GRANT APPLICATION AY 2022-2023

I am applying for a D,I&A grant I am applying for a Research & Innovation grant

The SAIL office offers grants to students and student organizations every academic year to further Mines' efforts towards Mines @ 150 
and to promote leadership and student involvement. The grants are given for specific projects and events and must tie to the intent set 
by SAIL for the year. You can request up to $2,500 per proposal.

For this academic year (AY 2022-23) we are offering grants in two specific areas:
• Diversity, Inclusion & Access

o Projects and events submitted under this category aim to increase the cultural competency of our campus, create a
climate of inclusion and understanding, provide opportunities for dialogue, increase access of k-12 students to STEM
education. An update on the impact of these funds must be provided to SAIL by December 2023.

• Research & innovation
o Projects and events submitted under this category focus on concept testing, prototype building and other innovative 

pursuits. They can be conducted by a student alone or student group and should mainly appeal to the ingenuity of the 
students rather than classroom assignments. The purpose is to aid students in their pursuits to test new concepts and 
ideas and allow them creative freedom. All projects' results must be shared with the SAIL office by December 2023.

Summary of proposal:
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How does your proposal address the intended purpose of these grants?:

Does your proposal tie directly to any other of the Mines @ 150 Goals? Please explain:

Will your proposal have a one time impact on campus/society or will it have a sustained impact?:



Proposal's budget:

Please, attach any additional documents that you will want us to review for this proposal and email your 
application to bruiz@mines.edu by January 31st, 2023. 

Scoring rubric:
Summary of porposal - containing the project description, the amount requested, and a brief 
desription of how the project will be completed will receive 3 points
Proposal category - a description containing the alements that make this porposal unique and 
value within the category you are applying to, will receive 3 points
Additional Mines@150 goals - if your porposal ties to any additional (besides the category 
you are entering) Mines@150 goals, it will receive an extra point
Impact of project - whether the impact is a one time or a sustained impact, explaining how 
you are positively impacting as many people as possible will give you 2 points. And extra 
point will be given to projects that either have or aim at creating sustained impact
Proposal budget - A budget that show the main items where the funds will be spent and 
justified why those are needed will receive 3 points
In the case of ties, the grants committee wil decide to either distribute the funds or/and add 
additional factors to the decision making process, for example: most people impacted gets an 
extra point. Thanks
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